
1. Terms of participation
Every amateur and professional photographer from Austria or a foreign country may participate. 

You are not allowed to participate if you are a member of the jury, member of SV-Semperit Wimpassing 
or a family member of club members. 

2. Mode:
The 2nd international digital photosalon is split into two Sections: Section 1 Color [C] and Section 2 

Monochrome [M].  There is no particular theme. It is allowed to submit 4 photos per participant and section. 

It is not allowed to submit nearly identical photos in both sections or photos of former salons

in Wimpassing.

3. Prizes 
For each section: VÖAV Gold-, Silver and Bronze Medal. Rank 4 and 5 gets a certificate.

The winner of  competition 1. IIWF - MEDAILLE

2. ÖGPh - Skulptur

3. NF - Skulptur

Certificates will be given for the best pictures in each section, depending on the number of submitted works.

A judge´s prize will be given from every judge in each section.  If there is a tie in terms 
of points the jury has to decide in an open discussion.  The decision of the jury is incontestable.
For each participant and section will be given only one medal/award. 

4. Schedule
Upload via WeTransfer: rrath@tele2.at

Please do not submit your photos via CD/DVD or E-Mail attachment!

Upload is possible between 14.03.2018 (00:01 MEZ) and 10.04.2018 (23:59 MEZ).

Voting of the jury:    28.04. - 29.04.2018

Result:  www.fotogruppewimpassing.at - via E-Mail

Shipping of the catalog on CD: until 25.06.2018

Participation fee: E 10,-- for one section or € 14.- for both sections.

Bank transfer to the banking account at Volksbank Wien.

IBAN: AT594300042716310000;  BIC/SWIFT: VBOEATWW 

Usage: Digital Contest 2018 - Name of the participant - E-Mail 
The fee has to be on our account until 11.04.2018. If that is not the case, you will be disqualified. 

5. Conditions of participation
The participant officially states that he/she owns the right of publication and copyright of the 

pictures sent in. If you participate you allow the organizer to use the pictures and your name in

connection with the contest. You also allow that your pictures can be published online or in

print media without any charges and you have to give the copyright to the organizer temporary

for this transactions. If you upload your pictures you are aware of the conditions and accept them.

6. Filename 
You have to follow the criteria bellow! Please do not use any special characters.
File type only JPG, color mode only sRGB, maximum picture width 3072 pixels, 

maximum picture height 2048 pixels, file size maximum 7 MB.
Filename: Section_Surname_Forname_imagetitle.jpg

e.g. C1_Mustername_Max_Portrait.jpg
Entry form:
e.g.: M1_Mustername_Max_Portrait.jpg

7. Jury
If there is a tie in terms of points the jury has to decide. The decision of the jury incontestable.
The pictures will be rated by the jury using a 10 points voting system.
Jury members are:    Werner HALBAUER, MVÖAV/b, EFIAP, Hon.M-ÖGPh;
Robert RATH, MVÖAV/w, AFIAP, Hon.ÖGPh;  Josef LOIBL, EVÖAV; 
Leopold WOLF, MVÖAV/w, ÖGPh; Thomas EBRUSTER, Fotografenmeister
Alternate juror: Ludwig Höchtl

Please fill out and submit your entry form like the photos via WeTransfer
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